Hotels & Hospitality: 5 Top Challenges for Employers in 2022

The hotel and hospitality industry is dealing with high turnover as they prepare to welcome more travelers back.¹

Learn about five major challenges in the hotel and hospitality industry and how on-demand pay may help businesses.

Reluctant Labor Pool
Between 2020 and 2021, U.S. hotels suffered billions in lost revenue. Now, the industry is seeing a labor pool that is reluctant to return to their previous jobs.²

Employee Retention
The hospitality industry suffers from a significantly higher turnover rate than the national average. High turnover may damage employee morale, decrease productivity, and diminish the employer brand. It also increases costs with the frequent need to hire and train new talent.³

Changing Guest Expectations
Customer expectations have changed throughout recent years. Staffing levels will play a major role in how the hotel and hospitality industry addresses customer demands and bounces back from pandemic-related issues.⁴

Supply Chain Issues
As a result of supply chain delays, venues have reported increased operational cost, with over half highlighting substantial increases, according to a survey by the UK’s Meetings Industry Association.⁵

Inflation
The hotels and hospitality industry has been impacted by rising inflation costs. Travelers will see increased costs and higher room rates as a result in inflation.⁶

Address Challenges With On-Demand Pay
Improving benefits offerings is a great way to show employees how much they’re valued and reward their hard work. An on-demand pay benefit may help in recruiting and reducing employee turnover.⁷

Learn how DailyPay can help.
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